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beautiful bevy of blonde and
shapely women in the prime of
life: Chastity Belt, Full Frontal, and
Atalanta, back from oblivion.
What a pleasure to run with them!

And I mean run! What is this
new habit of taking much of the
trail as a walk? Yes, you know
whom I have in mind......

And it was a good trail. The hares
appeared astonished to hear it
praised; but they really did well.
SH3 have run from Effingham
Junction rather often, with paths
selected almost monotonously and
certainly predictably; so much so
that Popeye, who does run,
credited such predictions wrongly,
and wasted effort checking where
one might expect the solution to
be. Our hares had chosen otherwise,
and ran us through largely
unfamiliar territory to Effingham
village.
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And the church; recent trails have
all included churchyards, as if to
remind hashers of their Sunday duties
sadly neglected.

It is true that the in-trail might
have been chosen so as to avoid the
out-trail: the hares waxed highly
indignant when we found them while
we ran the second check, just as they
were laying their last check. “What
are you doing here?” is an odd
question from hares to hashers
attempting a check.....

Full Frontal (a visitor from
Northants) found the flour blobs few
and far between. This stricture could
certainly not be applied to the
closing stages, when we were treated
to lavish quantities, perhaps to cheer
us up for being forced to squeeze
through stiles subtly designed to
discourage the corpulent.

Chunderos disloyally spoke ill of
her sex, asserting that as women the

hares had been chatting and so had
got into a muddle. It was the pack
who were muddled; the hares were
teasing us by taking the flour
where the trail had no business to
be, as the GPS buffs were heard to
say. But that is how back checks
work; Mrs G and F.O. set just the
right proportion of back checks.

It is true that as women they
were profoundly indifferent to
events at the Oval, so that we got
no news. Just as well: by the time
we reached the pub Ponting and
Hussey seemed all set to achieve
the impossible and reach a record
total for a fourth innings. Well, we
all know what happened after that;
so not only were we spared
anxiety, the pleasure of the hash
was enhanced by the glory of the
later afternoon.

We have had very good hashing
weather throughout August,
admirable compensation for those
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It was a truth universally
admitted, that a hasher timed his
effort so as to reach the bucket
exhausted.

How everything has changed.
SH3 no longer use a bucket; and the
harriers have largely forgotten
what “exhaustion” might mean.

True, we have always had a
Knitting Circle; and the SCB
tradition is far from dead. Today
Dr Death believed himself an SCB,
and was almost chagrined to find he
was a front runner instead, striding
out so vigorously that Stilton was
left struggling in his wake. But we
also have a new and curious culture
of arriving late and setting out
backwards, to rejoin the pack in its
dying stages. How else account for
the wholly unexpected presence
among the front runners of SBJ,
T-Total, or Ardon Provocateur?

The real front runners included a

whose lives did not permit them to
push off for sunnier climes. As is
customary, the hares may take
credit for that too. The trail was
the right length - some 80 minutes
- and the pack came in, if not quite
together, an impossibility when so
many do not really run, at least
only a few minutes apart.

As visitors/returners we called in
Sexy Beast, Atalanta, and Full
Frontal; we need a word to include
virgins, returners and visitors, one
word of the right length to suit our
song. Any suggestions?

The RA believes he has a quota
to fill: not just x sinners, but of
these y female, apparently so that
2y=x. He must be disillusioned: SH3
is not celebrated for algebra, and we
scribes are warned that every
equation halves our number of
readers. Sinners are sinners,
irrespective of sex; besides, even
Holy Mother Church no longer

equates sin with sex. (How about the
nastiness of a vindictive spirit, as
evinced in recent days over the release
of Abdelbaset Ali Mohamed Al
Megrahi?) Come on, confess, you
could not have quoted his name in full!

Soon Hans der Schwanz will be back,
and you will get a string of real scribes,
instead of your summer stopgap.

In the meantime, a reminder of the
family picnic in Thursley on 6th
September - bring both food and your
friends and relations - and of the
Inter-hash beer event in Peaslake on
November 22nd, for which we are
hosts. Be there!

FRB
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Run 1794

Date 30 August

Hare Lord Raleigh

Venue Beare Green, Dukes Head

On-On Dukes Head

OS/SSA TQ178430 / old 125 2E

Postcode RH5 4QP

ScribeDirections:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

M25 J8 A217 Reigate. A25 sp. Dorking. After 6 miles, left at
roundabout A24 sp Holmwood, Horsham for about 3.6 miles
(on large roundabout) to Dukes Head on left. Park in rear,
Overflow round corner left (Newdigate Road), and Westmead
school drive left and then  immediately left. Alternative M25 J9,
A24 Dorking, Horsham, joins above at A25 / A24 roundabout.

1795 06-Sep First-On & Lo Profile -
Family PicNic

Thursley Rec.

1796 13-Sep Tosser Little London

1797 20-Sep SBJ & Blue Suit Box Hill!

1798 27-Sep Swish Headley or
Ashtead

1799 04-Oct IOW / ET / GB IOW * 2

STUFF .......

06-Sep Family picnic hash: Thursley on the Green "Under The
Spreading Chestnut Tree". Hash are providing the booze,
Hashers bring own food.

3-Oct Surrey H3 Vineyard  weekend on the Isle of Wight .

Oct 10 - OxfordH3 would like to invite Surrey H3 to join them for their
10th Anniversary Run in Oxford OXSRAD Sports Centre, Marsh
Lane, Marston, Oxford. 13.00 to 18.00. Cost £5 per person
for food and one drink included, more location data later.

CHANGE **** 22-Nov  Run 1807. SH3 is hosting the 2009
CAMRA beerfest at Peaslake.  Hall is booked! 3 Beers, 4 wines,
6 Honeys, Festive nosh - £7 .

27,27,28 Nov Saigon 1,000th  www.saigonh3.com for details.

Not Quite - STOP PRESS!
September 6th Surrey hash  and family picnic.

Soozi has kindly offered to donate her time at the family
picnic to do caricatures on request, all proceeds to the
Surrey Hash House Harriers charity Pattaya Orphanage.

Bring cash for a fun filled family day with a difference!

Friday 30th October - Surrey Hash annual Charity Barn
Dance in aid of the Pattaya Orphanage

LAST CHANCE ! IOW Vineyard Hash 2-4 Oct, 2009
Send £20 pp deposit (“Surrey Hash House Harriers”) to:
Lorraine Piercy 47 Dowlans Road, Great Bookham,
Surrey KT23 4LF. Or phone interest: 01372 454907


